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Grade Five 1 

 2 

In the years prior to grade five, students learned strategies for multiplication and 3 

division, developed an understanding of structure of the place value system, and 4 

applied understanding of fractions to addition and subtraction with like denominators 5 

and to multiplying a whole number times a fraction. Students gained understanding that 6 

geometric figures can be analyzed and classified based on their properties and focused 7 

on different measurements including angle measures. Students learned to fluently add 8 

and subtract whole numbers within 1,000,000 using the standard algorithm (Adapted 9 

from The Charles A. Dana Center Mathematics Common Core Toolbox 2012). 10 

 11 

WHAT STUDENTS LEARN IN FIFTH GRADE 12 

[Note: Sidebar] 13 

Grade Five Critical Areas of Instruction 

In grade five, instructional time should focus on three critical areas: (1) developing fluency with addition 

and subtraction of fractions, and developing understanding of the multiplication of fractions and of division 

of fractions in limited cases (unit fractions divided by whole numbers and whole numbers divided by unit 

fractions); (2) extending division to 2-digit divisors, integrating decimal fractions into the place value 

system and developing understanding of operations with decimals to hundredths, and developing fluency 

with whole number and decimal operations; and (3) developing understanding of volume (CCSSO 2010, 

Grade 5 Introduction). 

 

Students also fluently multiply multi-digit whole numbers using the standard algorithm. 
 14 
Grade Five Mathematical Content Standards 15 

The Mathematical Content standards emphasize key content, skills, and practices at 16 

each grade level and support three major principles: 17 

• Focus: Instruction is focused on grade level standards. 18 

• Coherence: Instruction should be attentive to learning across grades and linking 19 

major topics within grades. 20 

• Rigor: Instruction should develop conceptual understanding, procedural skill and 21 

fluency, and application. 22 
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Grade level examples of focus, coherence, and rigor will be indicated throughout the 23 

chapter. 24 

 25 

Not all of the content in a given grade is emphasized equally in the standards. Cluster 26 

headings can be viewed as the most effective way to communicate the focus and 27 

coherence of the standards. Some clusters of standards require a greater instructional 28 

emphasis than the others based on the depth of the ideas, the time that they take to 29 

master, and/or their importance to future mathematics or the later demands of college 30 

and career readiness.   31 

 32 

The following Grade 5 Cluster-Level Emphases chart highlights the content emphases 33 

in the standards at the cluster level for this grade. The bulk of instructional time should 34 

be given to “Major” clusters and the standards within them. However, standards in the 35 

“Supporting” and “Additional” clusters should not be neglected. To do so will result in 36 

gaps in students’ learning, including skills and understandings they may need in later 37 

grades. Instruction should reinforce topics in major clusters by utilizing topics in the 38 

supporting and additional clusters. Instruction should include problems and activities 39 

that support natural connections between clusters. 40 

 41 

Teachers and administrators alike should note that the standards are not topics to be 42 

checked off a list during isolated units of instruction, but rather content to be developed 43 

throughout the school year through rich instructional experiences and presented in a 44 

coherent manner (Adapted from the Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for 45 

College and Careers [PARCC] 2012). 46 

 47 

[Note: The Emphases chart should be a graphic inserted in the grade level section. The 48 

explanation “key” needs to accompany it.]  49 

 50 

Grade 5 Cluster-Level Emphases  51 

Operations and Algebraic Thinking 52 
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• [a/s]: Write and interpret numerical expressions. (5.OA.1-2) 53 

• [a/s]: Analyze patterns and relationships. (5.OA.3) 54 
 55 
Number and Operations in Base Ten 56 

• [m]: Understand the place value system. (5.NBT.1-4▲) 57 

• [m]: Perform operations with multi-digit whole numbers and with decimals to hundredths. 58 
(5.NBT.5-7▲) 59 

 60 

Number and Operations—Fractions 61 

• [m]: Use equivalent fractions as a strategy to add and subtract fractions. (5.NF.1-2▲) 62 

• [m]: Apply and extend previous understandings of multiplication and division to multiply and 63 
divide fractions. (5.NF.3-7▲) 64 

 65 
Measurement and Data 66 

• [a/s]: Convert like measurement units within a given measurement system.1 (5.MD.1) 67 

• [a/s]: Represent and interpret data.2 (5.MD.2) 68 

• [m]: Geometric measurement: understand concepts of volume and relate volume to 69 
multiplication and to addition. (5.MD.3-5▲) 70 

 71 
Geometry 72 

• [a/s]: Graph points on the coordinate plane to solve real-world and mathematical problems. 73 
(5.G.1-2) 74 

• [a/s]: Classify two-dimensional figures into categories based on their properties. (5.G.3-4) 75 

 76 

Explanations of Major, Additional and Supporting Cluster-Level Emphases 
Major3 [m] clusters – areas of intensive focus where students need fluent understanding and application of the 
core concepts. These clusters require greater emphasis than the others based on the depth of the ideas, the 
time that they take to master, and/or their importance to future mathematics or the demands of college and 
career readiness. 
 
Additional [a] clusters – expose students to other subjects; may not connect tightly or explicitly to the major work of the 
grade  
Supporting [s] clusters – rethinking and linking; areas where some material is being covered, but in a way that applies core 
understanding; designed to support and strengthen areas of major emphasis. 
 
 *A Note of Caution: Neglecting material will leave gaps in students’ skills and understanding and will leave students 
unprepared for the challenges of a later grade. 

1 Work in these standards supports computation with decimals. For example, converting 5 cm to .05 m 
involves computation with decimals to hundredths.   
2 The standard in this cluster provides an opportunity for solving real-world problems with operations on 
fractions, connecting directly to both Number and Operations – Fractions clusters.   
3 The ▲symbol will indicate standards in a Major Cluster in the narrative. 
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(Adapted from Smarter Balanced Assessment Consortia [Smarter Balanced], DRAFT 77 

Content Specifications 2012). 78 

 79 

Connecting Mathematical Practices and Content 80 

The Standards for Mathematical Practice (MP) are developed throughout each grade 81 

and, together with the content standards, prescribe that students experience 82 

mathematics as a rigorous, coherent, useful, and logical subject that makes use of their 83 

ability to make sense of mathematics. The MP standards represent a picture of what it 84 

looks like for students to understand and do mathematics in the classroom and should 85 

be integrated into every mathematics lesson for all students. 86 

 87 

Although the description of the MP standards remains the same at all grades, the way 88 

these standards look as students engage with and master new and more advanced 89 

mathematical ideas does change. Below are some examples of how the MP standards 90 

may be integrated into tasks appropriate for Grade 5 students. (Refer to pages 9–12 in 91 

the Overview of the Standards Chapters for a complete description of the MP 92 

standards.)  93 

 94 

Standards for Mathematical Practice (MP)  95 

Explanations and Examples for Grade Five 96 

 
Standards for 
Mathematical 

Practice 

 
Explanation and Examples 

MP.1 Make sense of 

problems and 

persevere in 

solving them. 

 

In grade five, students solve problems by applying their understanding of 
operations with whole numbers, decimals, and fractions including mixed 
numbers. They solve problems related to volume and measurement 
conversions. Students seek the meaning of a problem and look for efficient 

ways to represent and solve it. For example, Sonia had 12
3

 sticks of gum. She 

promised her brother that she would give him ½ of a stick of gum. How much 
will she have left after she gives her brother the amount she promised? 
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Teachers can encourage students to check their thinking by asking themselves, 
“What is the most efficient way to solve the problem?”, “Does this make 
sense?”, and “Can I solve the problem in a different way?” 

MP.2 Reason 

abstractly and 

quantitatively. 

 

Students recognize that a number represents a specific quantity. They connect 
quantities to written symbols and create logical representations of problems, 
consider appropriate units and the meaning of quantities. They extend this 
understanding from whole numbers to their work with fractions and decimals. 
Teachers can support student reasoning by asking questions such as, “What do 
the numbers in the problem represent?”or “What is the relationship of the 
quantities?” Students write simple expressions that record calculations with 
numbers and represent or round numbers using place value concepts. For 
example, students use abstract and quantitative thinking to recognize that 0.5 × 
(300 ÷ 15) is 1

2
 of (300 ÷ 15) without calculating the quotient.  

MP.3 Construct 

viable arguments 

and critique the 

reasoning of 

others. 

 

In fifth grade students may construct arguments using visual models, such as 
objects and drawings. They explain calculations based upon models, properties 
of operations and rules that generate patterns. They demonstrate and explain 
the relationship between volume and multiplication. They refine their 
mathematical communication skills as they participate in mathematical 
discussions involving questions like “How did you get that?” and “Why is that 
true?” They explain their thinking to others and respond to others’ thinking.  
 
Students use various strategies to solve problems and they defend and justify 
their work with others. For example, two afterschool clubs are having pizza 
parties. The teacher will order 3 pizzas for every 5 students in the math club; 
and 5 pizzas for every 8 students in the student council. If a student is in both 
groups, decide which party he/she should to attend. How much pizza will each 
student get at each party?  If a student wants attend the party with the most 
pizza (if divided equally between the students at the party), which party should 
he/she attend? 
 

MP.4 Model with 

mathematics 

In grade five, students experiment with representing problem situations in 
multiple ways such as using numbers, mathematical language, drawings, 
pictures, objects, charts, lists, graphs and equations. Teachers might ask, “How 
would it help to create a diagram, chart or table?” or “What are some ways to 
represent the quantities?” Students need opportunities to represent problems in 
various ways and explain the connections. Fifth graders evaluate their results in 
the context of the situation and they explain whether results to problems make 
sense. They evaluate the utility of models they see and draw and can determine 
which models can be the most useful and efficient to solve problems.  
 

MP.5 Use 

appropriate tools 

strategically. 

Students consider available tools, including estimation, and decide which tools 
might help them solve mathematical problems. For instance, students may use 
unit cubes to fill a rectangular prism and then use a ruler to measure the 
dimensions to find a pattern for volume using length of the sides. They use 
graph paper to accurately create graphs and solve problems or make 
predictions from real-world data.  

MP.6 Attend to Students continue to refine their mathematical communication skills by using 
clear and precise language in their discussions with others and in their own 
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precision. reasoning. Teachers might ask, “How do you know your solution is reasonable?” 
Students use appropriate terminology when they refer to expressions, fractions, 
geometric figures, and coordinate grids. Teachers might ask, “What symbols or 
mathematical notations are important in this problem?” Students are careful to 
specify units of measure and state the meaning of the symbols they choose. For 
instance, to determine the volume of a rectangular prism, students record their 
answers in cubic units. 

MP.7 Look for and 

make use of 

structure. 

Students look closely to discover a pattern or structure. For instance, students 
use properties of operations as strategies to add, subtract, multiply and divide 
with whole numbers, fractions, and decimals. They examine numerical patterns 
and relate them to a rule or a graphical representation. Teachers might ask, 
“How do you know if something is a pattern?” or “What do you notice when…?”  

MP.8 Look for and 

express regularity 

in repeated 

reasoning. 

Fifth graders use repeated reasoning to understand algorithms and make 
generalizations about patterns. Students connect place value and their prior 
work with operations to understand and use algorithms to extend multi-digit 
division from one-digit to two-digit divisors and to fluently multiply multi-digit 
whole numbers. They use various strategies to perform all operations with 
decimals to hundredths and they explore operations with fractions with visual 
models and begin to formulate generalizations. Teachers might ask, “Can you 
explain how this strategy works in other situations?” or “Is this always true, 
sometimes true or never true?” 

(Adapted from Arizona Department of Education [Arizona] 2012 and North Carolina 97 

Department of Public Instruction [N. Carolina] 2013) 98 

 99 

Standards-based Learning at Grade Five 100 

The following narrative is organized by the domains in the content standards and 101 

highlights some necessary foundational skills from previous grades and provides 102 

exemplars to explain the content standards, highlight connections to the various 103 

Standards for Mathematical Practice (MP), and demonstrate the importance of 104 

developing conceptual understanding, procedural skill and fluency, and application. A 105 

triangle symbol (▲) indicates standards in the major clusters (refer to the Grade 5 106 

Cluster-Level Emphases table on page 2.  107 

 108 
Domain: Operations and Algebraic Thinking  109 

In preparation for the progression of expressions and equations in the middle grades, 110 

students in grade five begin working more formally with expressions. 111 

Operations and Algebraic Thinking      5.OA 
Write and interpret numerical expressions. 
1.  Use parentheses, brackets, or braces in numerical expressions, and evaluate expressions with these symbols. 
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2.  Write simple expressions that record calculations with numbers, and interpret numerical expressions without 
evaluating them. 
2.1 Express a whole number in the range 0-50 as a product of its prime factors.  For example, find the prime 
factors of 24 and express 24 as 2×2×2×3.  CA 

 112 

Previously in third grade, students began to use the conventional order or operations 113 

(e.g., multiplication and division are done before addition and subtraction). In fifth grade, 114 

students build on this work to write, interpret and evaluate simple numerical 115 

expressions, including those that contain parentheses, brackets, or braces (ordering 116 

symbols) (5.OA.1-2). Students need opportunities to describe numerical expressions 117 

without evaluating them. For example, they express the calculation “add 8 and 7, then 118 

multiply by 2” as (8 + 7) × 2. They recognize that 3 × (18932 + 921) is three times as 119 

large as 18932 + 921, without calculating the sum or product. Students begin to think 120 

about numerical expressions in anticipation for their later work with variable expressions 121 

(e.g., three times an unknown length is 3 × L). (Adapted from Arizona 2012 and Kansas 122 

Association of Teachers of Mathematics [KATM] 5th FlipBook 2012). 123 

 124 

Students need experiences with multiple expressions to understand when and how to 125 

use ordering symbols. Instruction in the order of operations should be carefully 126 

sequenced from simple to more complex problems. (Source: Progressions K-5 OA) In 127 

grade five, this work should be viewed as exploratory rather than for attaining mastery; 128 

for example, expressions should not contain nested grouping symbols, and they should 129 

be no more complex than the expressions one finds in an application of the associative 130 

or distributive property, such as (8 + 27) + 2 or (6 × 30) + (6 × 7). (Adapted from The 131 

University of Arizona Progressions Documents for the Common Core Math Standards 132 

[Progressions], K-5 CC and OA 2011). 133 

 134 

Students can begin by using these symbols with whole numbers and then expand the 135 

use to decimals and fractions. 136 

Examples: Answer: 

(28 + 16) ÷ 4 The answer is 11.  Note that if a student gets 32, they may have found 28 + 16 

÷ 4. 
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12 – (2 × 0.4) The answer is 11.2.  Notice that if a student gets 4, they may have found (12 – 

2) × 0.4. 

(2 + 3) × (1.5 – 0.5)  The answer is 5.  Note that if students get 6, they may have found 2 + 3 × 1.5 

– 0.5, which yields 6 based on order of operations.  

 The answer is . 

 137 

To further develop students’ understanding of grouping symbols and facility with 138 

operations, students place grouping symbols in equations to make the equations true or 139 

they compare expressions that are grouped differently.  140 

 141 

Examples: 

15 – 7 – 2 = 10 with correct grouping symbols is 15 – (7 – 2) = 10 

3 × 125 ÷ 25 + 7 = 22 with correct grouping symbols is 3 × (125 ÷ 25) + 7 = 22 

Compare 3 × 2 + 5 and 3 × (2 + 5) 

Compare 15 – 6 + 7 and 15 – (6 + 7)  

 142 

Common Misconceptions. 

• Students may believe the order in which a problem with mixed operations is written is the order to 

solve the problem. The use of the mnemonic phrase “Please Excuse My Dear Aunt Sally” to 

remember the order of operations (Parentheses, Exponents, Multiplication, Division, Addition, 

Subtraction) can also mislead students to always perform multiplication before division and 

addition before subtraction. To correct this thinking, students need to understand to work from 

within the inner-most grouping symbols first and that some operations are done before others 

even without grouping symbols.  

 

• Students need lots of experience with writing multiplication in different ways. Multiplication can be 

indicated with a raised dot, such as “4⋅5”, with a raised cross symbol, such as “4×5”, or with 

parentheses, such as “4(5)” or “(4)(5).”  Note that the raised cross symbol is not the same as the 

letter “x,” and so care should be taken when writing or typing it.  Students need to be exposed to 

all three notations and should be challenged to understand that all are useful.  In instruction, 

teachers are encouraged to use a notation and stay consistent. Students also need help and 

practice remembering the convention that we write a rather than 1⋅ a or 1a, especially in 

expressions such as a + 3a. 
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(Adapted from Arizona 2012 and KATM 5th FlipBook 2012). 143 
 144 

Operations and Algebraic Thinking      5.OA 
Analyze patterns and relationships. 
3. Generate two numerical patterns using two given rules.  Identify apparent relationships between corresponding 
terms.  Form ordered pairs consisting of corresponding terms from the two patterns, and graph the ordered pairs 
on a coordinate plane.  For example… 

 145 

Understanding patterns is fundamental to algebraic thinking. Students extend their 146 

grade four pattern work to include two numerical patterns that can be related and 147 

examine these relationships within sequences of ordered pairs and in the graphs in the 148 

first quadrant of the coordinate plane (5.OA.3). This work prepares students for studying 149 

proportional relationships and functions in middle school, and is closely related to 150 

graphing points in the coordinate plane (5.G.1-2). 151 

 152 

Example:  Create two sequences of numbers, both starting from 0, but one generated with a “+3” pattern, 

and the other with a “+ 6” pattern.   

a. How are the sequences related to each other? 

b. Graph the sequences together as ordered pairs, the first sequence being the x-coordinate and 

the second sequence being the y-coordinate. 

c. How can you see how the sequences are related together based on the graph? 

Solution: 
Starting with 0, students create two sequences of numbers: 

Sequence A: 0, 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, … 

Sequence B: 0, 6, 12, 18, 24, 30, … 
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a.  Students may notice that each term in sequence B is 

twice the corresponding term in sequence A.  Organizing 

the sequences in a table as above can help students see 

the pattern more clearly.  Students can explain the 

relationship between the sequences in several ways, for 

instance, by using the distributive property:  

6 + 6 + 6 = 2× (3 + 3 + 3) 

b.  The ordered pairs come easily from the table layout: 

(0,0), (3,6), (6,12), (9,18), etc. 

The graph is shown. 

c.  Students may see that the second coordinate of each 

point is twice the first, which is natural based on the way 

the sequences were created.  They may also see other 

features of the graph, such as the “+ 3” pattern moving in 

the x direction and the “+ 6” pattern moving in the y 

direction.  (This is fully explored in grades 6-8).  

(Adapted from Arizona 2012 and KATM 5th FlipBook 2012) 153 

 154 

Common Misconception. 

Students reverse the points when plotting them on a coordinate plane. They count up 

first on the y-axis and then count over on the x-axis  

 155 

 156 

Domain: Number and Operations in Base Ten 157 

In grade five, a critical area of instruction is for students to integrate decimal fractions 158 

into the place value system, develop an understanding of operations with decimals to 159 

hundredths, and work towards fluency with whole number and decimal operations. 160 

 161 

Number and Operations in Base Ten     5.NBT 
Understand the place value system. 
1.  Recognize that in a multi-digit number, a digit in one place represents 10 times as much as it represents in the 
place to its right and 1/10 of what it represents in the place to its left. 
2.  Explain patterns in the number of zeros in the product when multiplying a number by powers of 10, and explain 
patterns in the placement of the decimal point when a decimal is multiplied or divided by a power of 10.  Use 
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whole-number exponents to denote powers of 10. 
3.  Read, write, and compare decimals to thousandths. 
 a.  Read and write decimals to thousandths using base-ten numerals, number names, and expanded form, 
e.g., 247.392 = 3 × 100 + 4 × 10 + 7 × 1 + 3 × (1/10) + 9 × (1/100) + 2 × (1/1000). 
 b.  Compare two decimals to thousandths based on meanings of the digits in each place, using >, =, and < 
symbols to record the results of comparisons. 
4.  Use place value understanding to round decimals to any place. 
 
 162 

Students extend their understanding of the base-ten system from whole numbers to 163 

decimals focusing on the relationship between adjacent place values, how numbers 164 

compare, and how numbers round for decimals to thousandths. Before considering the 165 

relationship of decimal fractions, students reason that in multi-digit whole numbers, a 166 

digit in one place represents 10 times what it represents in the place to its right and 1
10

 of 167 

what it represents in the place to its left (5.NBT.1▲).  168 

(Adapted from Progressions K-5 NBT 2011). 169 

 170 

Example: 

Through exploration with base-ten blocks or attaching cubes, students can tangibly explore the 

relationship between place values.  They may be able to name place values, but this is not an indication 

that they understand the relationship between them.  For example, a student may know that the 

difference between the digits 5 in the number 4554, represent 500 and 50, but the further relationship that 

500 = 50 × 10 and 50 = 500 × ( 1
10

) needs to be explored and made explicit. 

To extend this understanding of place value to their work with decimals, students could use a model of 

one unit; cut it into 10 equal pieces, shade in, or describe 1
10

 of that model using fractional language (“This 

is 1 out of 10 equal parts. So it is 1
10

”. I can write this using 1
10

 or 0.1”). Students repeat the process by 

finding 1
10

 of a 1
10

 (e.g., dividing 1
10

 into 10 equal parts to arrive at 1
100

 or 0.01) and explain their reasoning, 

“0.01 is 1
10

 of 1
10

 thus is 1
100

 of the whole unit.”  Simple 10 ×10 grids can be very useful for exploring these 

ideas.  Also, since the metric system is a base-10 system of measurement, working with simple metric 

length measurements and rulers can support this understanding (see standard 5.MD.1). 

In general, students are led to the following pattern: Students recognize that in a multi-digit number: 
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(Adapted from Arizona 2012 and KATM 5th FlipBook 2012). 171 

 172 

Students use place value to understand that multiplying a decimal by 10 results in the 173 

decimal point appearing one place to the right (e.g., 10 × 4.2 = 42) since the result is ten 174 

times larger than the original number; similarly, multiplying a decimal by 100 results in 175 

the decimal point appearing two places to the right since the number is 100 times 176 

bigger. Students also make the connection that dividing by 10 results in the decimal 177 

point appearing one place to the left (e.g. 4 ÷ 10 = .4) since the number is 10 times 178 

smaller (or 1
10

 or the original), and dividing a number by 100 results in the decimal point 179 

appearing two places to the left since the number is 100 times smaller (or 1
100

 of the 180 

original).  181 

[Note: Sidebar] 182 

Focus, Coherence, and Rigor: 
The extension of the place value system from whole numbers to decimals is a major accomplishment 

involving understanding and skill with base-ten units and fractions (5.NBT.1▲). As students understand 

that in a multi-digit number, a digit in one place represents 1
10

 of what it represents in the place to its left 

(5.NBT.1▲) they also reinforce their understanding of multiplying a quantity by a fraction (5.NF.4 ▲). 

(Adapted from PARCC 2012). 

 183 

Powers of 10 is a fundamental aspect of the base-ten system. Students extend their 184 

understanding of place to explain patterns in the number of zeros of the product when 185 

multiplying a number by powers of 10, including the placement of the decimal point. 186 

New at grade five is the use of whole number exponents to denote powers of 10 187 

(5.NBT.2▲). For example: 188 
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Students might write, 

 36 × 10 = 36 × 101 = 360 

 36 × 10 × 10 = 36 × 102 = 3600 

 36 × 10 × 10 × 10 = 36 × 103 = 36,000 

 36 × 10 × 10 × 10 × 10 = 36 × 104 = 360,000 

Students might think and/or say, “I noticed that every time I multiplied by 10 I placed a zero to the end of 

the number. That makes sense because each digit’s value became 10 times larger. To make a digit 10 

times larger, I have to move it one place value to the left. When I multiplied 36 by 10, the 30 became 300. 

The 6 became 60 (or the 36 became 360). 

(Adapted from Arizona 2012) 189 

 190 

[Note: Sidebar] 191 

Focus, Coherence, and Rigor: 

Students can use their understanding of the structure of whole numbers to generalize this understanding 

to decimals (MP.7) and explain the relationship between the numerals (MP.6) (Adapted from The Charles 

A. Dana Center Mathematics Common Core Toolbox 2012). 

 192 

Students build on understandings from fourth grade to read, write, and compare 193 

decimals to thousandths (5.NBT.3▲). They connect this work with prior understanding 194 

of decimal notations for fractions and addition of fractions with denominators of 10 and 195 

100. Students use concrete models or drawings and number lines to extend this 196 

understanding to decimals to the thousandths. Models may include base-ten blocks, 197 

place value charts, grids, pictures, drawings, manipulatives and technology. They read 198 

decimals using fractional language and write decimals in fractional form, as well as in 199 

expanded notation. This investigation leads them to understanding equivalence of 200 

decimals (0.8 = 0.80 = 0.800). For example: 201 

 202 

Equivalent forms of 0.72: 
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 203 

Base-10 blocks can be a powerful tool for seeing these representations.  For instance, if 204 

a “flat” is used to represent 1 (the whole or unit), then a “stick” represents 1/10, and a 205 

small “cube” represents 1/100.  Students can be challenged to make sense of a number 206 

like 0.23 as being represented by both 2/10 + 3/100 and 23/100: 207 

 208 

If  represents 1, then  represents 1
10

 and  represents 1
100

. 

“Explain why the following both represent the number 0.23” 

 

 

 

 

“Well, I see that the 20 hundredths in the picture on the right can be grouped into 2 sets of 10 hundredths.  

That means these 2 groups represent 2 tenths, or 2
10

. There are 3 hundredths left, so altogether there are 

2
10

 + 3
100

.” 

 209 

Students need to understand the size of decimal numbers and relate them to common 210 

benchmarks such as 0, 0.5 (0.50 and 0.500), and 1. Comparing tenths to tenths, 211 

hundredths to hundredths, and thousandths to thousandths is simplified if students use 212 

their understanding of fractions to compare decimals. 213 

 214 

Example: 

Comparing 0.207 to 0.26, a student might think, “Both numbers have 2 tenths, so I need to compare the 

hundredths. The second number has 6 hundredths and the first number has no hundredths so the second 

number must be larger.  Another student might think while writing fractions, I know that 0.207 is 207 

thousandths (and may write 207
1000

) and 0.26 is 26 hundredths (and may write 26
100

) but I can also think of it 
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as 260 thousandths ( 260
1000

). So, 260 thousandths is more than 207 thousandths. 

 215 

For students who are not able to read, write, and represent multi-digit numbers, working 216 

with decimals will be challenging. Money is a good medium to provide meaning for 217 

decimals (e.g., dimes can represent tenths, pennies represent hundredths, and a penny 218 

circle with a 1
10

 sliver in it can represent thousandths), as well as base-10 blocks like 219 

those used above. 220 

 221 

Reading decimals can confuse some students because numbers to the left of the 222 

decimal are read based on the place value of the digit farthest to the left of the decimal 223 

(e.g., 462 is read as “four hundred sixty two”); however, decimals are read as whole 224 

numbers with the hundreds, tens, and ones said and then the place value of the digit 225 

farthest to the right of the decimal (e.g., .46 is read as 46 hundredths).  Decimals are 226 

read as if they are fractions:  You read the number as the numerator and then say the 227 

denominator. 228 

 229 

Common Misconception. 

Some students relate comparing decimals with the idea “the longer the number the greater the number.” 

With whole numbers, a five-digit number is always greater that a one-, two-, three-, or four-digit number. 

However, when comparing decimals, a number with one decimal place may be greater than a number 

with two or three decimal places 

 230 

Students use place value understanding to round decimals to any place (5.NBT.4▲). 231 

When rounding a decimal to a given place, students may identify two possible answers 232 

and use their understanding of place value to compare the given number to the possible 233 

answers.  234 

 235 

Example: Round 14.235 to the nearest tenth.  

Students can read 14.235 as “14 and 235 thousandths.” Since they are rounding to the nearest tenth, 

they are most likely rounding to either 14.2 or 14.3, that is, “14 and 200 thousandths” and “14 and 300 

thousandths” (14.200 and 14.300). Students then see that they can disregard for the moment the 14 and 
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just focus on rounding 235 (thousandths) to the nearest hundred. In that case, since 235 would round 

down to 200, we’d get 14.200. 

 

Students can use benchmark numbers (e.g., 0, 0.5, 1, and 1.5) to support similar work. 236 

 237 

Number and Operations in Base Ten     5.NBT 
Perform operations with multi-digit whole numbers and with decimals to hundredths. 
5.  Fluently multiply multi-digit whole numbers using the standard algorithm. 
6.  Find whole-number quotients of whole numbers with up to four-digit dividends and two-digit divisors, using 
strategies based on place value, the properties of operations, and/or the relationship between multiplication and 
division. Illustrate and explain the calculation by using equations, rectangular arrays, and/or area models. 
7.  Add, subtract, multiply, and divide decimals to hundredths, using concrete models or drawings and strategies 
based on place value, properties or operations, and/or the relationship between addition and subtraction; relate 
the strategy to a written method and explain the reasoning used. 

 238 

In grades three and four, students used various strategies to multiply. In grade five 239 

students fluently multiply multi-digit whole numbers using the standard algorithm 240 

(5.NBT.5▲). Generally the standards distinguish strategies from algorithms.  In 241 

particular, the “standard algorithm” refers here to multiplying numbers digit-by-digit and 242 

recording the products piece-by-piece.  Note that the method of recording the algorithm 243 

is not the same as the algorithm itself, in the sense that the “partial products” method, 244 

which lists every single digit-by-digit product separately, is a completely valid recording 245 

method for the “standard algorithm.” Ultimately, the standards call for understanding the 246 

standard algorithm in terms of place value, and this should be the most important goal 247 

for instruction. 248 

 249 

[Note: Sidebar] 250 

FLUENCY 

In kindergarten through grade six there are individual content standards that set expectations for fluency 

with computations using the standard algorithm (e.g., “fluently” multiply multi-digit whole numbers using 

the standard algorithm (5.NBT.5▲). Such standards are culminations of progressions of learning, often 

spanning several grades, involving conceptual understanding (such as reasoning about quantities, the 

base-ten system, and properties of operations), thoughtful practice, and extra support where necessary. 
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The word “fluent” is used in the standards to mean “reasonably fast and accurate” and the ability to use 

certain facts and procedures with enough facility that using them does not slow down or derail the 

problem solver as he or she works on more complex problems. Procedural fluency requires skill in 

carrying out procedures flexibly, accurately, efficiently, and appropriately. Developing fluency in each 

grade can involve a mixture of just knowing some answers, knowing some answers from patterns, and 

knowing some answers from the use of strategies. 

 251 

In previous grades, students built a conceptual understanding of multiplication with 252 

whole numbers as they applied multiple strategies to compute and solve problems. 253 

Students can continue to use different strategies and methods from previous years as 254 

long as they are efficient, but they must also understand and be able to use the 255 

standard algorithm.  256 

 257 

Example: Find the product 123 × 34 

When students apply the standard algorithm, they decompose 34 into 30 + 4. Then they multiply 123 by 

4, the value of the number in the ones place, and then multiply 123 by 30, the value of the 3 in the tens 

place, and add the two products.  The ways in which students are taught to record this method may vary, 

but all should emphasize the place-value nature of the algorithm.  For example, one might write 

123 

× 34 

 

492  this is the product of 4 and 123 

3690  this is the product of 30 and 123 

4182  this is the sum of the two partial products 

Note that a further decomposition of 123 into 100 + 20 + 3 and recording of the partial products would 

also be acceptable. 

(Adapted from Arizona 2012). 258 

 259 

In grade five students extend division to include quotients of whole numbers with up to 260 

four-digit dividends and two-digit divisors using various strategies, and they illustrate 261 

and explain calculations by using equations, rectangular arrays, and/or area models. 262 

(5.NBT.6▲). When the two-digit divisor is a “familiar” number, students might use 263 

various strategies based on place value understanding.  264 

 265 
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Example 1:  Find the quotient 2682 ÷ 25 

• Using expanded notation: 2682 ÷ 25 = (2000 + 600 + 80 + 2) ÷ 25    

• Using an understanding of the relationship between 100 and 25, a student might think: 

 I know that 100 divided by 25 is 4 so 200 divided by 25 is 8 and 2000 divided by 25 is 80.  

 600 divided by 25 has to be 24. 

 Since 3 x 25 is 75, I know that 80 divided by 25 is 3 with a reminder of 5. (Note that a 

student might divide into 82 and not 80)  

 I can’t divide 2 by 25 so 2 plus the 5 leaves a remainder of 7. 

 80 + 24 + 3 = 107. So, the answer is 107 with a remainder of 7. 

• Using an equation that relates division to multiplication, 25 × n = 2682, a student might estimate 

the answer to be slightly larger than 100 by recognizing that 25 × 100 = 2500. 

 266 

To help students understand the use of place value when dividing with two digit divisors, 267 

students can begin with simpler examples, such as dividing150 by 30. Clearly the 268 

answer is 5 since this is 15 tens divided by 3 tens. However, when dividing 1500 by 30, 269 

students need to think of this as 150 tens divided by 3 tens, which is 50. This illustrates 270 

why when using the division algorithm the 5 would go in the tens place of the quotient. 271 

 272 

When the divisor is less familiar, students can use strategies based on area such as 273 

shown in the following example. 274 

 275 

Example 2: Find the quotient 9984 ÷ 64 

An area model for division is shown below. As the student uses the area model, s/he keeps track of how 

much of the 9984 is left to divide.  

Area model: Recording: 

64 9984  
 −6400  (100 × 64) 
 3584  
 −3200 (50 × 64) 
 384  
 −320 (5 × 64) 
 64  
 −64 (1 × 64) 
 0  

 

So the quotient is 100 + 50 + 5 + 1 =156. 

(Adapted from Arizona 2012) 276 
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 277 

The extension from one-digit divisors to two-digit divisors requires care (5.NBT.6▲). 278 

This is a major milestone along the way to reaching fluency with the standard algorithm 279 

in grade six. Division strategies in grade five extend the grade four methods to 2-digit 280 

divisors.  Students continue to break the dividend into base-ten units and find the 281 

quotient place by place, starting from the highest place. They illustrate and explain their 282 

calculations using equations, rectangular arrays, and/or area models. Estimating the 283 

quotients is a difficult new aspect of dividing by a 2-digit number. Even if students round 284 

appropriately, the resulting estimate may need to be adjusted up or down. Students may 285 

write any needed new group from multiplying within the division or add it in mentally or 286 

write the multiplication out to the side, if necessary. 287 

 288 

[Note: Sidebar] 289 

Focus, Coherence, and Rigor: 
When students break divisors and dividends into sums of multiples of base-ten units (5.NBT.6▲), they 

also develop important mathematical practices such as how to see and make use of structure (MP.7) and 

attend to precision (MP.6). (PARCC 2012). 

 290 

In grade five students build on work with comparing decimals in fourth grade and begin 291 

to add, subtract, multiply, and divide decimals to hundredths (5.NBT.7▲). Students 292 

focus on reasoning about operations with decimals using concrete models, drawings, 293 

various strategies, and explanations. They extend the models and written models they 294 

developed for whole numbers in grades one through four to decimal values. 295 

 296 

Students might estimate answers based on their understanding of operations and the 297 

value of the numbers. (MP.7, MP.8) 298 

Examples: Estimate 
3.6 + 1.7. A student can make good use of rounding to estimate that since 3.6 rounds 
up to 4 and 1.7 rounds up to 2, the answer should be close to 4 + 2 = 6. 
5.4 － 0.8. Students can again round and argue that since 5.4 rounds down to 5 and 0.8 
rounds up to 1, the answer should be close to 5 – 1 = 4. 
6 × 2.4. A student might estimate an answer between 12 and 18 since 6 × 2 is 12 and 6 
× 3 is 18.  
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 299 

Students must understand and be able to explain that when adding decimals they add 300 

tenths to tenths and hundredths to hundredths. When students add in a vertical format 301 

(numbers beneath each other), it is important that they write numbers with the same 302 

place value beneath each other. Students reinforce their understanding of adding 303 

decimals by connecting to prior understanding of adding fractions with denominators of 304 

10 and 100 from fourth grade. Students understand that when adding and subtracting a 305 

whole number the decimal point is at the end of the whole number. 306 

 307 

Students use various models to support their understanding of decimal operations. 308 

 309 

Example 1:  (Model for decimal subtraction) 

Find 4 − 0.3.  Explain how you found your solution. 

“Since I’m subtracting 3 tenths from 4 wholes, it would help to divide one of the wholes into tenths.  The 

other 3 wholes don’t need to be divided up.  I can see there are 3 wholes and 7 tenths leftover, or 3.7.”  

 

Example 2:  Use an area model to demonstrate that 1
10

 of 1
10

 is 1
100

. 

“If I use my 10×10 grid and set the whole grid to equal 1 square unit, then I can see that when each 

length of the grid is divided into ten equal parts, each small square must be representing a 1
10

× 1
10

 square.  

But there are 100 of these small squares in the whole, so each little square must have area 1
100

 square 

units.” 

            

Example 3:  Use an area model to demonstrate that . 

“Just like in the previous problem, I use my 10×10 grid to represent 1 whole, with dimensions 1 unit by 1 

unit.  If I break up each side length into ten equal parts, then I can create a smaller rectangle of 

dimensions 3 tenths of a unit by 4 tenths of a unit.  It looks something like this: 
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I know from before that each of the small squares is 1
100

 of a square unit, and I can see there are 3 × 4 = 

12 of these small squares in the rectangle I outlined.  This shows the answer is 12
100

.”  (See also 5.NF.4) 

Example 4:  Use an area model to show that 2.4 × 1.3 = 3.12. 

“I drew a picture that shows a rectangle of lengths 1.3 units and 2.4 units.  I know how to break up and 

keep track of the smaller units like tenths and hundredths.  The partial products appear in my picture a lot 

like the previous problem.” 

 
Example 5: (Partitive or “fair-share” division model applied to decimals.)  Find 2.4 ÷ 4 and justify your 

answer. 

“My partner and I decided to think of this as fair-share division.  We drew 2 wholes and 4 tenths, and 

decided to break the wholes into tenths as well, since it would be easier to share them.  When we tried to 

divide the total number of tenths into four equal parts, we got 0.6 in each part.” 

 
Example 6:  (Quotitive or “measurement” division model applied to decimals.) 

Solve the following problem: “Joe has 1.6 meters of rope.  He needs to cut pieces of rope that are 0.2 

meters long.  How many pieces can he cut? 

“We decided to draw a number line segment 2 units long that would represent Joe’s 1.6 meters of rope, 1 

whole meter and 6 tenths of a meter.  Since we need to count smaller ropes that are 0.2 meters in length, 

3/10 unit 

4/10 unit 
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we also decided to divide the 1 whole into tenths as well.  Then it wasn’t too hard to count that there are 8 

pieces of 0.2-meter long rope in his 1.6-meter rope.” 

 

(Adapted from Arizona 2012 and KATM 5th FlipBook 2012) 310 

 311 

 312 

Domain: Number and Operations-Fractions 313 

 314 

Student proficiency with fractions is essential to success in algebra at later grades. In 315 

grade five a critical area of instruction is developing fluency with addition and 316 

subtraction of fractions, including adding and subtracting fractions with unlike 317 

denominators. Students also build an understanding of multiplication of fractions and of 318 

division of fractions in limited cases (unit fractions divided by whole numbers and whole 319 

numbers divided by unit fractions). 320 

 321 

Number and Operations—Fractions     5.NF 
Use equivalent fractions as a strategy to add and subtract fractions. 
1.  Add and subtract fractions with unlike denominators (including mixed numbers) by replacing given fractions 
with equivalent fractions in such a way as to produce an equivalent sum or difference of fractions with like 
denominators.  For example, 2/3 + 5/4 = 8/12 + 15/12 = 23/12. (In general, a/b + c/d = (ad + bc)/bd. 
2. Solve word problems involving addition and subtraction of fractions referring to the same whole, including cases 
with unlike denominators, e.g., by using visual fraction models or equations to represent the problems.  Use 
benchmark fractions and number sense of fractions to estimate mentally and assess the reasonableness of 
answers.  For example, recognize an incorrect result 2/5 + 1/2 = 3/7, by observing that 3/7 < 1/2. 

 322 

In grade four students calculated sums of fractions with different denominators, where 323 

one denominator is a divisor of the other, so that only one fraction has to be changed. In 324 

grade five students extend work with fractions to add and subtract fractions with unlike 325 
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denominators (including mixed numbers) by replacing given fractions with equivalent 326 

fractions with like denominators (5.NF.1▲). (Adapted from Progressions 3-5 NF 2011) 327 

 328 

Students find a common denominator by finding the product of both denominators. For 329 

, a common denominator is 18, which is the product of 3 and 6. This process 330 

should be introduced using visual fraction models (area models, number lines, etc.) to 331 

build understanding before moving into the standard algorithm. Student should first 332 

solve problems that require changing one of the fractions (as in grade four) and 333 

progress to changing both fractions. Students understand that multiplying the 334 

denominators will always give a common denominator but may not result in the smallest 335 

denominator; however, it is not necessary to find a least common denominator to 336 

calculate sums and differences of fractions.  337 

 338 

To add or subtract fractions with unlike denominators, students need an understanding 339 

of how to create equivalent fractions with the same denominators before adding or 340 

subtracting, a concept learned in grade 4. In general they understand that for any whole 341 

numbers , and ,  (given that  and  are non-zero). 342 

 343 

Examples: 

 

 
(Adapted from Progressions 3-5 NF 2011) 344 

 345 

Students make sense of fractional quantities when solving word problems involving 346 

addition and subtraction of fractions referring to the same whole using a variety of 347 

strategies (5.NF.2▲).  348 

 349 

Example: Jerry was making two different types of cookies. One recipe needed 3/4 cup of sugar and the 
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other needed 2/3 of a cup of sugar. How much sugar did he need to make both recipes? 

Solutions: 

Mental Estimation (MP.2): A student may say that Jerry needs more than 1 cup of sugar but less than 2 

cups, since both fractions are larger than 1/2, while at the same time both fractions are less than 1. 

Area Model to show equivalence (MP.5):  A student may choose to represent each partial cup of sugar 

using an area model, find equivalent fractions, and then add: 

I see that 3/4 of a cup of sugar is equivalent to 9/12 of a cup, 

while 2/3 of a cup is equivalent to 8/12 of a cup.  Altogether, 

I have 17/12 of a cup.  This is more than one cup since  

 

(Adapted from Arizona 2012) 350 

 351 

[Note: Sidebar] 352 

Focus, Coherence, and Rigor: 
When students meet standard (5.NF.2▲), they bring together the threads of fraction equivalence (learned 

in grades three through five) and addition and subtraction (learned in kindergarten through grade four) to 

fully extend addition and subtraction to fractions. (Adapted from PARCC 2012). 

 353 

Number and Operations—Fractions     5.NF 
Apply and extend previous understandings of multiplication and division to multiply and divide 
fractions. 
3.  Interpret a fraction as division of the numerator by the denominator (a/b = a ÷ b). Solve word problems 
involving division of whole numbers leading to answers in the form of fractions or mixed numbers, e.g., by 
using visual fraction models or equations to represent the problem.  For example, interpret ¾ as the result 
of dividing 3 by 4, noting that ¾ multiplied by 4 equals 3, and that when 3 wholes are shared equally 
among 4 people each person has a share of size 3/4. If 9 people want to share a 50-pound sack of rice 
equally by weight, how many pounds of rice should each person get?  Between what two whole numbers 
does your answer lie? 
4. Apply and extend previous understandings of multiplication to multiply a fraction or whole number by a 
fraction. 

a. Interpret the product (a/b) × q as a parts of a partition of q into b equal parts; equivalently, as the 
result of a sequence of operations a × q ÷ b. For example, use a visual fraction model to show 
(2/3)× 4=8/3, and create a story context for this equation.  Do the same with (2/3)× (4/5 ) = 8/15.  
(In general, (a/b)× (c/d) = ac/bd.) 

b. Find the area of a rectangle with fractional side lengths by tiling it with unit squares of the 
appropriate unit fraction side lengths, and show that the area is the same as would be found by 
multiplying the side lengths.  Multiply fractional side lengths to find areas of rectangles, and 
represent fraction products as rectangular areas. 
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 354 

In grade five students connect fractions with division, understanding that 5 ÷ 3 = 5/3 or, 355 

more generally, a/b = a ÷ b for whole numbers a and b, with b not equal to zero 356 

(5.NF.3▲). Students can explain this by working with their understanding of division as 357 

equal sharing. 358 

 359 

For example:  Sharing 5 objects equally among three shares, showing that  

 

 
If you divide 5 objects equally among 3 shares, each of the 5 objects should contribute 1/3 of itself to 

each share.  Thus each share consists if 5 pieces, each of which is 1/3 of an object, so each share is 5× 

1/3 = 5/3 of an object. (Progressions 3-5 NF 2012) 

 

 360 

Students solve related word problems and demonstrate their understanding using 361 

concrete materials, drawing models, and explaining their thinking when working with 362 

fractions in multiple contexts. They read 3
5
 as “three-fifths” and, after experiences with 363 

sharing problems, students generalize that dividing 3 into 5 equal parts (3 ÷ 5 also 364 

written as 3
5
) results in the fraction 3

5
 (3 of 5 equal parts).  365 

 366 

Students apply and extend previous understandings of multiplication to multiply a 367 

fraction or whole number by a fraction (5.NF.4▲). Students multiply fractions including 368 

proper fractions, improper fractions, and mixed numbers. They multiply fractions 369 

efficiently and accurately and solve problems in both contextual and non-contextual 370 
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situations. Students reason about how to multiply fractions using fraction strips and 371 

number line diagrams. Using an understanding of multiplication by a fraction, students 372 

develop an understanding of a general formula for the product of two fractions, 𝑎
𝑏

× 𝑐
𝑑

=373 

𝑎𝑐
𝑏𝑑

. 374 

 375 

Examples: 

When students multiply fractions such as in the problem , they can think of the operation in more 

than one way: 

• As , or .  (This is equivalent to and expresses the idea in standard 

5.NF.4.b▲). 

• As (3 × 35) ÷ 5, or 105 ÷ 5.  (This is equivalent to .) 

Students may be challenged to write a story problem for this operation. 

“Mark’s mother said he could have  of the peanuts she bought for him and his younger brother to share.  

If she bought a bag of 35 peanuts, how many peanuts does Mark receive?” 

 376 

Building on previous understandings of multiplication, students find the area of a 377 

rectangle with fractional side lengths and represent fraction products as areas.  378 

 379 

Examples of the reasoning called for in standard 5.NF.4.b▲. 

Students have previously worked with examples of 

finding products as finding areas. In general, the 

factors in a multiplication problem represent the 

lengths of a rectangle and the product represents 

the area. 

“This rectangle shows me that 2 × 

3 = 6 by counting the number of 

square units and the side lengths 

of the rectangle.”  

When students move to examples like , they 

recognize that one side of the rectangle is less than 

a unit length (in this case; some might have mixed 

number side lengths).  The idea of the picture is the 

same, but finding the area of the rectangle can be a 

“I made a rectangle of sides 2 units and 2/3 of a 

unit.  I can see that the two unit 

squares in the pictures are each 

divided into three equal parts 

(representing 1/3), with two shaded 

in each unit square (4 total).  That means that 
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little more challenging and requires reasoning 

about unit areas and how many parts unit areas are 

being divided into. 

altogether the area of the shaded rectangle is 4/3 

square units.”  

Finally, when students move to examples like 

, they see that the division of the side lengths 

into fractional parts creates a division of the unit 

area into fractional parts as well. Students will 

discover that the fractional parts of the unit area are 

related to the denominators of the original fractions. 

Here, a 1×1 square is divided into thirds in one 

direction and fifths in another. This results in the 

unit square itself being divided into fifteenths.  This 

reasoning shows why  

“I created a unit square, 

divided it into fifths in one 

direction and thirds in the 

other. This allows me to 

shade a rectangle of 

dimensions 2/3 and 4/5.  I 

noticed that 15 of the new little rectangles make up 

the entire unit square, so they must be fifteenths 

(1/15).  Altogether, I had 2×4 of those fifteenths. So 

my answer is 8/15.”  

(Adapted from Arizona 2012) 380 

 381 

[Note: Sidebar] 382 

Focus, Coherence, and Rigor: 
When students meet standard (5.NF.4▲), they fully extend multiplication to fractions, making division of 

fractions in grade six (6.NS.1) a near target.  

 383 

Following is a sample classroom activity that connects the Standards for Mathematical 384 

Content and the Standards for Mathematical Practice.385 
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 386 

Connecting to the Standards for Mathematical Practice—Grade 5 387 
 388 
Standard(s) Addressed Example(s) and Explanations 
5.NF.4: Apply and extend previous 
understandings of multiplication to 
multiply a fraction or whole number 
by a fraction. 

a. Interpret the product (a/b)×q 
as a parts of a partition of q 
into b equal parts; 
equivalently, as the result of 
a sequence of operations a 
× q ÷ b.  For example, use a 
visual fraction model to 
show (2/3) × 4 = 8/3, and 
create a story context for 
this equation.  Do the same 
with (2/3)×(4/5) = 8/15. (In 
general, (a/b) × (c/d) = 
ac/bd.) 

b. Find the area of a rectangle 
with fractional side lengths 
by tiling it with unit squares 
of the appropriate unit 
fraction side lengths, and 
show that the area is the 
same as would be by 
multiplying the side lengths.  
Multiply fractional side 
lengths to find areas of  

c. rectangles, and represent 
fraction products as 
rectangular areas. 

Task:  The following sequence of problems can be presented to students with tools provided (colored counters, 
rectangular and circular fraction pieces, fraction strips or rods, graph paper, etc.).  Students should be encouraged to 
use their tools to solve the problem before presenting algorithms for the computations involved. 
1. There are 18 marbles in a box.  Two-thirds of the marbles are red.  How many red marbles are there? 

Solution:  By seeing the 18 marbles as 3 sets of 6, we see that the solution is that 2×6 = 12 marbles are red.  

Notice that we found thirds of 18 first  and then decided we wanted two-thirds.  Several examples 

like this can used to show that . 

2. Roberto had  of a pizza left.  He gave  of the leftover pizza to his kid sister.  How much of the 
whole pizza did his sister get? 
Solution:  Using the same reasoning above, and using pictures to support the reasoning, we can 

see that one-third of three-fourths is one-fourth, so that Roberto’s sister got  of a whole pizza. 

3. Mr. Jones was mowing his lawn and had  of the lawn left to cut before he had to answer a phone call.  After the 

call, he finished  of what he had left.  How much of the lawn did Mr. Jones cut after the phone call? 
Solution:  Here, we add the complication of finding fourths of thirds, which gives twelfths. In total, Mr. Jones has 
cut six of those twelfths, so the answer is 

 of the lawn.  This can be illustrated 
with a rectangular fraction picture as shown. 
The lawn is first divided into thirds, one of 
which is shaded.  Then the lawn is divided into 
fourths, and we notice that each of the small 

rectangular pieces represents  of the entire 
lawn.  Six of those are outlined in the picture.          

 
Classroom Connections 
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By building up students’ understanding of fraction operations with different fraction models, a foundation can be laid 
for the algorithms to come.  For example, eventually, students can attempt to justify the algorithm for multiplying 

fractions,  by understanding that first  can be divided into  equal parts; then,  of those parts are 

taken.  In total,  total parts of size  are taken. 
 
Connecting to the Standards for Mathematical Practice 
(MP.1) Students can be challenged to make sense out of each problem situation and to use their prior knowledge of 
fractions to try to model the situation and persevere in solving each problem. 
(MP.4) Students are using fractional representations to model simple real-world situations. The real-world problems 
drive the mathematical concepts, as opposed to the opposite approach of learning algorithms and later applying them. 
(MP.5) Students should have some familiarity with various fraction models and have the opportunity here to use them 
to solve actual problems and develop a conceptual understanding of fraction operations. 
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 389 

Number and Operations—Fractions     5.NF 
Apply and extend previous understandings of multiplication and division to multiply and 
divide fractions. 
5. Interpret multiplication as scaling (resizing), by: 

a. Comparing the size of a product to the size of one factor on the basis of the size of the 
other factor, without performing the indicated multiplication. 

b. Explaining why multiplying a given number by a fraction greater than 1 results in a 
product greater than the given number (recognizing multiplication by whole numbers 
greater than 1 as a familiar case); explaining why multiplying a given number by a 
fraction less than 1 results in a product smaller than the given number; and relating the 
principle of fraction equivalence a/b = (n× a)/(n× b) to the effect of multiplying a/b by 1. 

6. Solve real world problems involving multiplication of fractions and mixed numbers, e.g., by 
using visual fraction models or equations to represent the problem. 
 390 

In preparation for grade six work in ratios and proportional reasoning, students 391 

interpret multiplication as scaling (resizing) (5.NF.5▲) by examining how 392 

numbers change as they multiply by fractions. Students should have ample 393 

opportunities to examine the following cases: a) that when multiplying by a 394 

fraction greater than 1, the number increases, and b) that when multiplying by a 395 

fraction less the one, the number decreases. This is a new interpretation of 396 

multiplication and one that needs extensive discussion and explanation by 397 

students. 398 

 399 

Examples: 

“I know  is less than 7, because I make 4 equal shares from 7 but I only take 3 of them (¾ 

is a fractional part less than one).  If I’m taking a fractional part of 7 that is less than 1, the answer 

should be less than 7.”  

“I know that  should be more than 8, because 2 groups of 8 is 16 and   Also, I 

know the answer should be less than 24 = 3 × 8, since ” 

“I can show by equivalent fractions that .  But I also see that , so the result 

should still be equal to ” 

 400 
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Students apply their understanding of multiplication of fractions and mixed 401 

numbers to solve real-world problems using visual models or equations 402 

(5.NF.6▲).  403 

 404 

Number and Operations—Fractions     5.NF 
Apply and extend previous understandings of multiplication and division to multiply and 
divide fractions. 
7.  Apply and extend previous understandings of division to divide unit fractions by whole 
numbers and whole numbers by unit fractions. 

a. Interpret division of a unit fraction by a non-zero whole number, and compute such 
quotients.  For example, create a story context for (1/3) ÷ 4, and use a visual fraction 
model to show the quotient.  Use the relationship between multiplication and division to 
explain that (1/3) ÷ 4 = 1/12 because (1/12) × 4 = 1/3. 

b. Interpret division of a whole number by a unit fraction, and compute such quotients.  For 
example, create a story context for 4 ÷ (1/5), and use a visual fraction model to show the 
quotient.  Use the relationship between multiplication and division to explain that 4 ÷ (1/5) 
= 20 because 20 × 1/5 = 4. 

c. Solve real world problems involving division of unit fractions by non-zero whole numbers 
and division of whole numbers by unit fractions, e.g., by using visual fraction models and 
equations to represent the problem. For example, how much chocolate will each person 
get if 3 people share 1/2 lb of chocolate equally?  How many 1/3-cup servings are in 2 
cups of raisins? 

 405 

Students apply and extend previous understandings of division to divide unit 406 

fractions by whole numbers and whole numbers by unit fractions (5.NF.7▲), a 407 

new concept at fifth grade. Students will extend their learning about division of 408 

fractions in simpler cases here in grade five to the general case in grade six 409 

(division of a fraction by a fractions is not a requirement at this grade). Students 410 

use visual fractions models to show the quotient and solve related real-world 411 

problems. 412 

Examples of the reasoning called for in standard (5.NF.7▲) 

Partitive Division (Fair-Share Division) for dividing a unit fraction by a whole number: 

Four students sitting at a table were given 1/3 of a pan of brownies to share equally.  What 

fraction of a pan of brownies will each student get if they share the pan of brownies equally? 

Solution:  The diagram shows the 1/3 of a pan of brownies divided into four equal shares.  When 

replicated to fill out the entire pan, it becomes clear that each piece is 1/12 of an entire pan.  

(Indeed, if the 1/3-sized pieces are each in turn divided into 4 equal pieces, this makes a total of 

12 equal pieces of the original whole.) 
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Students express their problem with an equation and relate it to their visual model:  1/3 ÷ 4 = 

1/12, which is the same as ¼ x 1/3.  (MP.2, MP.4) 

Quotitive Division (Measurement Division) for dividing a whole number by a unit fraction: 
Angelo has 4 pounds of peanuts.  He wants to give each of his friends 1/5 of a pound.  How 

many friends can receive 1/5 lb. of peanuts? 

Solution: The question is asking how many groups of sized 1/5 lb. are found in 4 (whole) 

pounds?  This leads us to draw 4 wholes, divide each of them into 1/5-lb. pieces, and count up 

how many of these pieces are shown. 

 
We see that there are 20 (twenty) 1/5-lb sized portions in the original 4 pounds.   

(Alternatively, a student may reason that since there are 5 (1/5-lb) size portions in each individual 

pound, and so there are 5 × 4 = 20 total.  This reasoning lends itself to proportional reasoning in 

grades 6 and 7.) 

(Adapted from Arizona 2012 and KATM 5th FlipBook 2012) 413 

 414 

 415 

Domain: Measurement and Data 416 

In grade five a critical area of instruction is to develop an understanding of 417 

volume. Students recognize volume as an attribute of three-dimensional space. 418 

They select appropriate units, strategies, and tools for solving problems that 419 

involve estimating and measuring volume.  420 

 421 

Measurement and Data       5.MD 

 

1 lb of peanuts 
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 Convert like measurement units within a given measurement system. 
1.  Convert among different-sized standard units within a given measurement system (e.g., 
convert 5 cm to 0.05 cm), and use these conversions in solving multi-step, real world problems.  
 422 

In grade five students build on prior knowledge from grade four to express 423 

measurements in larger or smaller units within a measurement system (5.MD.1). 424 

This is an opportunity to reinforce notions of place value for whole numbers and 425 

decimals and connections between fractions and decimals (e.g., 2 1
2

 meters can 426 

be expressed as 2.5 meters or 250 centimeters). Students use these conversions 427 

in solving multi-step, real-world problems. (Adapted from Progressions K-5 MD, 428 

measurement part 2012) 429 

 430 

[Note: Sidebar] 431 

Focus, Coherence, and Rigor: 
Students’ work with conversions within the metric system (5.MD.1) provides 

opportunities for practical applications of place value understanding and supports 

major work at the grade in the cluster “Understand the place value system” 

(5.NBT.1▲).  

 432 

Measurement and Data       5.MD 
 Represent and interpret data. 
2.  Make a line plot to display a data set of measurements in fractions of a unit (1/2, 1/4, 1/8).   
Use operations on fractions for this grade to solve problems involving information presented in 
line plots. For example, given different measurements of liquid in identical beakers, find the 
amount of liquid each beaker would contain if the total amount in all the beakers were 
redistributed equally. 
 433 

Students continue to extend their understanding of representing data, in this case 434 

including fractional quantities in real-world situations of data. 435 

Example:  Ten beakers, measured in liters, are filled with a liquid.  The numbers of each beaker 

filled with a certain amount of liquid are represented in the line plot below.  If the liquid is 

redistributed equally, how much liquid will each beaker have? 

Students apply their understanding of operations with fractions and use either addition and/or 

multiplication to determine the total number of liters in the beakers. Then the sum of the liters is 
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shared evenly among the ten beakers. The graph shows 

that there is a total amount of liquid (in liters) of: 

 
If this 25/8 L of liquid is distributed among the 10 

beakers, then there must be  L in each beaker.  

Since , we see that each beaker would 

contain 0.3125 L of liquid. 

(Adapted from Arizona 2010 and KATM 5th FlipBook 2012) 436 

 437 

[Note: Sidebar] 438 

Focus, Coherence, and Rigor: 

As students solve real-world problems using operations on fractions based on information 

presented in line plots they reinforce and support major work at the grade in the clusters in the 

domain (5.NF), “Number and Operations—Fractions”. 
 439 

Measurement and Data       5.MD 
Geometric measurement: understand concepts of volume and relate volume to 
multiplication and addition. 
3.  Recognize volume as an attribute of solid figures and understand concepts of volume 
measurement. 

a. A cube with die length 1 unit, called a “unit cube,” is said to have “one cubic unit” of 
volume, and can be used to measure volume. 

b. A solid figure which can be packed without gaps or overlaps using n unit cubes is said to 
have a volume of n cubic units. 

4.  Measure volumes by counting unit cubes, using cubic cm, cubic in, cubic ft, and improvised 
units. 
5.  Relate volume to the operations of multiplication and addition and solve real world and 
mathematical problems involving volume. 

a. Find the volume of a right rectangular prism with whole-number side lengths by packing it 
with unit cubes, and show that the volume is the same as would be found by multiplying 
the edge lengths, equivalently by multiplying the height by the area of the base.  
Represent threefold whole-number products as volumes, e.g., to represent the 
associative property of multiplication. 

b. Apply the formulas V = l × w × h and V = b × h for rectangular prisms to find volumes of 
right rectangular prisms with whole-number edge lengths in the context of solving real 
world and mathematical problems. 

c. Recognize volume as additive. Find volumes of solid figures composed of two non-
overlapping right rectangular prisms by adding volumes of the non-overlapping parts, 
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applying this technique to solve real world problems. 
 440 

Students develop an understanding of volume and relate volume to multiplication 441 

and addition. Volume introduces three-space dimension, a significant challenge 442 

to some students’ spatial structuring and also a complexity in the nature of the 443 

materials measured. (5.MD.3▲) Solid units are “packed,” such as cubes in a 444 

three-dimensional array, whereas a liquid “fills” three-dimensional space, taking 445 

the shape of the container. “Packing” volume is more difficult than area concepts 446 

in early grades (e.g., iterating a unit to measure length and measuring area by 447 

tiling). Helping students think of volume as the number of cubes in n layers with a 448 

given area can be simpler than thinking of all three dimensions. (Adapted from 449 

PARCC 2012 and Progressions K-5 MD, measurement part 2012). 450 

 451 

Students learn about a unit of volume, such as a cube with a side length of 1 unit, 452 

called a “unit cube” (5.MD.3▲). They pack cubes (without gaps) into right 453 

rectangular prisms and count the cubes to determine the volume or build right 454 

rectangular prisms from cubes and see the layers as they build (5.MD.4▲). 455 

Students can also build up a rectangular prism with cubes to see the volume; it is 456 

easier to see the cubes in this method. 457 

 458 

In grade three students measured and estimated liquid volume and worked with 459 

area measurement. At grade five, the concept of volume can be extended from 460 

area by relating earlier work covering an area to the bottom of cube with a layer 461 

of unit cubes and then adding layers of unit cubes on top of bottom layer. For 462 

example: 463 

 464 
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 465 
 466 
 467 

St468 

ud469 

ent470 

s can apply these ideas by filling containers with cubic units (wooden cubes) to 471 

find the volume or building up without the containers. Students may also use 472 

drawings or interactive computer software to simulate the same filling process. It 473 

is helpful for students use with concrete manipulatives before moving to pictorial 474 

representations. 475 

 476 

Students measure volume by filling rectangular prisms with cubes and looking at 477 

the relationship between the total volume and the area of the base. They derive 478 

the volume formula (volume equals the area of the base times the height) and 479 

explore how this idea would apply to other prisms. Students use the associative 480 

property of multiplication and decomposition of numbers using factors to 481 

investigate rectangular prisms with a given number of cubic units (5.MD.5▲). 482 

 483 

Examples: 

Students can be given 24 “unit” cubes and asked to make as many rectangular prisms as 

possible.  Students build the prisms and record the dimensions as they build.  It is important to 

note that there is a constant volume in this activity, and that the product of the length, width, and 

height of each prism will always be 24.  

Length Width Height  

• (3 × 2) represented by first layer 
• (3 × 2) × 5 represented by number of 3 × 2 layers 
• (3 × 2) + (3 × 2) + (3 × 2) + (3 × 2) + (3 × 2) = 6 + 6 + 6 + 6 + 6 = 30  

(6 representing the size/area of one layer) 
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1 2 12 

2 2 6 

4 2 3 

8 3 1 
 

Students can be asked to determine the volume of concrete 

needed to build the steps shown in the diagram. (5.MD.5.c.) 

 

(Adapted from Arizona 2010) 484 
 485 

Focus, Coherence, and Rigor: 
When students show that the volume of a right rectangular prism is the same as would be found 

by multiplying the side lengths (5.MD.5▲), they also develop important mathematical practices 

such as look for and express regularity in repeated reasoning (MP.8). They attend to precision 

(MP.6) as they use correct length or volume units, and they use appropriate tools strategically 

(MP.5) as they understand or make drawings to show these units.  
 486 

Domain: Geometry 487 

Geometry          5.G 
Graph points on the coordinate plane to solve real world and mathematical problems. 
1. Use a pair of perpendicular number lines, called axes, to define a coordinate system, with the 

intersection of the lines (the origin) arranged to coincide with the 0 on each line and a given 
point in the plane located by using an ordered pairs of numbers, called its coordinates. 
Understand that the first number indicates how far travel in the direction of the second axis, 
with the convention that the names of the two axes and the coordinates correspond (e.g., x-
axis and x-coordinate, y-axis and y-coordinate). 

2. Represent real world and mathematical problems by graphing points in the first quadrant of 
the coordinate plane, and interpret coordinate values of points in the context of the situation. 

 488 

In grade five students build on their previous work with number lines to use two 489 

perpendicular number lines to define a coordinate system (5.G.1). Students gain 490 

an understanding of the structure of the coordinate system. They learn the two 491 

axes make it possible to locate points on a coordinate plane and the names of 492 

the two axes and the coordinates correspond (e.g., x-axis and x-coordinate, y-493 
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axis and y-coordinate). This is the first time students work with coordinate planes, 494 

and at grade five this work is limited to the first quadrant.  495 

 496 

Students need opportunities to create a coordinate grid, connect ordered pairs of 497 

coordinates to points on the grid, and describe how to get to the location (e.g., 498 

initially, an ordered pair (2, 3) could be described as a distance “2 from the origin 499 

along the x-axis and then 3 units up from the y-axis” or “right 2 and up 3”). For 500 

example: 501 

 502 

Students might use a classroom size coordinate system to physically locate the coordinate points. 

For example, to locate the ordered pair (5, 3) students start at the origin point (0,0), then walk 5 

units along the x-axis to find the first number in the pair (5), and then walk up 3 units for the 

second number in the pair (3). They continue this process to locate all the points in the following 

chart. Students recognize that ordered pairs name points in the plane.  

Students graph and label the points below in a coordinate system.  
o A  (0, 0) 

o B  (5, 1) 

o C  (0, 6) 

o D  (2, 6)  
o E  (6, 2) 

o F  (4, 1)  

 503 

Students represent real-world and mathematical problems by graphing points in 504 

the first quadrant of the coordinate plane (5.G.2). 505 

 506 
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Example:  Use the following graph to determine 

how much allowance Jack makes after doing 

chores for exactly 10 hours.  

Solution:  “I can see that when I look up from the 

x-coordinate on the horizontl axis, the y-

coordinate that matches up to it is 20.  So Jack 

makes $20 if he does 10 hours of chores. 

(Adapted from Arizona 2010 and KATM 5th FlipBook 2012) 507 

 508 

Focus, Coherence, and Rigor: 
Students can connect their work with numerical patterns (5.OA.3) to form ordered pairs and to 

graph these ordered pairs in the coordinate plane (5.G.1-2) and then use this model to make 

sense of and explain the relationships within the numerical patterns they generate. This work can 

help prepare students for future work with functions and proportional relations in the middle 

grades. (Adapted from The Charles A. Dana Center Mathematics Common Core Toolbox 2012). 

 509 

Common misconception: Students may think the order in plotting a coordinate point is not 

important. To address this misconception, students might plot points with the coordinates 

switched. For example, referring to the graph from the previous question (Example 2) students 

might locate points (4, 6) and (6, 4) and then discuss the order they used to locate the points and 

how the order might change the amount of earnings on the chart. Provide opportunities for 

students to realize the importance of direction and distance, such as a student creating directions 

for others to follow as they plot points. 

 510 

Geometry          5.G 
Classify two-dimensional figures into categories based on their properties. 
3. Understand that attributes belonging to a category of two-dimensional figures also belong to 

Number of hours worked 
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all subcategories of that category. For example, all rectangles have four right angles and 
squares are rectangles, so all squares have four right angles. 

4. Classify two-dimensional figures in a hierarchy based on properties. 
 511 

In prior years, students described and compared properties of two-dimensional 512 

shapes and built, drew, and analyzed these shapes. In grade five students 513 

broaden their understanding to reason about the attributes (properties) of two-514 

dimensional shapes and to classify these shapes in a hierarchy based on 515 

properties (5.G.4). Geometric properties include properties of sides (parallel, 516 

perpendicular, congruent), properties of angles (type, measurement, congruent), 517 

and properties of symmetry (point and line). For example, students conclude that 518 

all rectangles are parallelograms, because they are all quadrilaterals with two 519 

pairs of opposite, parallel, equal-length sides. In this way, they relate certain 520 

categories of shapes as subclasses of other categories (5.G.3).  521 

For example: 522 

 523 

 524 

(Progressions K-6 G 2012 and KATM 5th FlipBook 2012) 525 
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 526 
Essential Learning for the Next Grade  527 
 528 
In kindergarten through grade five, the focus is on the addition, subtraction, 529 

multiplication, and division of whole numbers, fractions, and decimals, with a 530 

balance of concepts, procedural skills, and problem solving. Arithmetic is viewed 531 

as an important set of skills and also as a thinking subject that, done thoughtfully, 532 

prepares students for algebra. Measurement and geometry develop alongside 533 

number and operations and are tied specifically to arithmetic along the way. 534 

Multiplication and division of whole numbers and fractions are an instructional 535 

focus in grades three through five. 536 

 537 

To be prepared for grade six mathematics students should be able to 538 

demonstrate they have acquired certain mathematical concepts and procedural 539 

skills by the end of grade four and have met the fluency expectations for the 540 

grade. For fifth graders, the expected fluency is to multiply multi-digit whole 541 

numbers with up to four-digits using the standard algorithm (5.NBT.5). These 542 

fluencies and the conceptual understandings that support them are foundational 543 

for work in later grades.  544 

 545 

Of particular importance at grade five are concepts, skills, and understandings 546 

needed to understand the place value system (5.NBT.1-4▲); perform operations 547 

with multi-digit whole numbers and with decimals to hundredths (5.NBT.5-7▲); 548 

use equivalent fractions as a strategy to add and subtract fractions (5.NF.1-2▲); 549 

apply and extend previous understandings of multiplication and division to 550 

multiply and divide fractions. (5.NF.3-7▲); geometric measurement: understand 551 

concepts of volume and relate volume to multiplication and to addition (5.MD.3-552 

5▲). In addition graphing points on the coordinate plane to solve real-world and 553 

mathematical problems (5.G.1-2) is an important part of a students’ progress to 554 

algebra. 555 

 556 
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Fractions 557 

Student proficiency with fractions is essential to success in algebra at later 558 

grades. By the end of grade five students should be able to add, subtract and 559 

multiply any two fractions and understand how to divide fractions in limited cases 560 

(unit fractions divided by whole numbers and whole numbers divided by unit 561 

fractions).  562 

 563 

Students should understand fraction equivalence and use their skills to generate 564 

equivalent fractions as a strategy to add and subtract fractions, with unlike 565 

denominators including mixed fractions. Students should use these skills to solve 566 

related word problems. This understanding brings together the threads of fraction 567 

equivalence (grades three through five) and addition and subtraction 568 

(kindergarten through grade four) to fully extend addition and subtraction to 569 

fractions.  570 

 571 

By the end of grade five students know how to multiply a fraction or whole 572 

number by a fraction. Based on their understanding of the relationship between 573 

fractions and division, students divide any whole number by any nonzero whole 574 

number and express the answer in the form of a fraction or mixed number. Work 575 

with multiplying fractions extends from students’ understanding of the operation 576 

of multiplication. For example, to multiply a/b x q (where q is a whole number or a 577 

fraction), students can interpret a
b

 x q as meaning a parts of a partition of q into b 578 

equal parts. This interpretation of the product leads to a product that is less than, 579 

equal to or greater than q, depending on whether a/b<1, a
b

 = 1 or a
b

>1, 580 

respectively. For a/b<1, this result of multiplying contradicts earlier student 581 

experience with whole numbers, so this result needs to be discussed, explained, 582 

and emphasized. 583 

 584 
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Grade five students divide a unit fraction by a whole number or a whole number 585 

by a unit fraction. By the end of grade five students should know how to multiply 586 

fractions to be prepared for division of a fraction by a fraction in grade six.  587 

 588 

Decimals  589 

In grade five students will integrate decimal fractions more fully into the place 590 

value system as they learn to read, write, compare, and round decimals. By 591 

thinking about decimals as sums of multiples of base-ten units, students extend 592 

algorithms for multi-digit operations to decimals. By the end of grade five 593 

students understand operations with decimals to hundredths. Students should 594 

understand how to add, subtract, multiply, and divide decimals to hundredths 595 

using models, drawings, and various methods including methods that extend 596 

from whole numbers and are explained by place value meanings. The extension 597 

of the place value system from whole numbers to decimals is a major 598 

accomplishment for a student that involves both understanding and skill with 599 

base-ten units and fractions. Skill and understanding with adding, subtracting, 600 

multiplying, and dividing multi-digit decimals will culminate in fluency with the 601 

standard algorithm in grade six.  602 

 603 

Fluency with Whole Number Operations 604 

In grade five the fluency expectation is to multiply multi-digit whole numbers 605 

(one-digit numbers times a number with up to four-digits and two-digit numbers 606 

times two-digit numbers) using the standard algorithm. Students also extend their 607 

grade four work in finding whole-number quotients and remainders to the case of 608 

two-digit divisors. Skill and understanding of division with multi-digit whole 609 

numbers will culminate in fluency with the standard algorithm in grade six. 610 

 611 

Volume 612 

Students in grade five work with volume as an attribute of a solid figure and as a 613 

measurement quantity. Students also relate volume to multiplication and addition. 614 
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Students’ understanding and skill with this work supports a learning progression 615 

leading to valuable skills in geometric measurement in middle school. 616 

  617 
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 618 

Grade 5 Overview 619 
 620 

Operations and Algebraic Thinking 621 

• Write and interpret numerical expressions. 622 

• Analyze patterns and relationships. 623 
 624 
Number and Operations in Base Ten 625 

• Understand the place value system. 626 

• Perform operations with multi-digit whole numbers and with 627 
decimals to hundredths. 628 

 629 
Number and Operations—Fractions 630 

• Use equivalent fractions as a strategy to add and subtract 631 
fractions. 632 

• Apply and extend previous understandings of multiplication 633 
and division to multiply and divide fractions. 634 

 635 
Measurement and Data 636 

• Convert like measurement units within a given measurement 637 
system. 638 

• Represent and interpret data. 639 

• Geometric measurement: understand concepts of volume and relate volume to 640 
multiplication and to addition. 641 

 642 
Geometry 643 

• Graph points on the coordinate plane to solve real-world and mathematical 644 
problems. 645 

• Classify two-dimensional figures into categories based on their properties.646 

Mathematical Practices 

1.  Make sense of problems and 
persevere in solving them. 

2.  Reason abstractly and 
quantitatively. 

3.  Construct viable arguments and 
critique the reasoning of others. 

4.  Model with mathematics. 

5.  Use appropriate tools 
strategically. 

6.  Attend to precision. 

7.  Look for and make use of 
structure. 

8.  Look for and express regularity in 
repeated reasoning. 
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Grade 5  647 

Operations and Algebraic Thinking 5.OA 
Write and interpret numerical expressions. 

1.  Use parentheses, brackets, or braces in numerical expressions, and evaluate expressions with these 
symbols. 

2.  Write simple expressions that record calculations with numbers, and interpret numerical expressions 
without evaluating them. For example, express the calculation “add 8 and 7, then multiply by 2” as 2 
× (8 + 7). Recognize that 3 × (18932 + 921) is three times as large as 18932 + 921, without having to 
calculate the indicated sum or product. 

2.1 Express a whole number in the range 2-50 as a product of its prime factors. For example, find 
the prime factors of 24 and express 24 as 2x2x2x3.  CA 

 
Analyze patterns and relationships. 

3.  Generate two numerical patterns using two given rules. Identify apparent relationships between 
corresponding terms. Form ordered pairs consisting of corresponding terms from the two patterns, 
and graph the ordered pairs on a coordinate plane. For example, given the rule “Add 3” and the 
starting number 0, and given the rule “Add 6” and the starting number 0, generate terms in the 
resulting sequences, and observe that the terms in one sequence are twice the corresponding terms 
in the other sequence. Explain informally why this is so. 

Number and Operations in Base Ten 5.NBT 
Understand the place value system. 

1.  Recognize that in a multi-digit number, a digit in one place represents 10 times as much as it 
represents in the place to its right and 1/10 of what it represents in the place to its left. 

2.  Explain patterns in the number of zeros of the product when multiplying a number by powers of 10, 
and explain patterns in the placement of the decimal point when a decimal is multiplied or divided by 
a power of 10. Use whole-number exponents to denote powers of 10. 

3.  Read, write, and compare decimals to thousandths. 
a.  Read and write decimals to thousandths using base-ten numerals, number names, and 

expanded form, e.g., 347.392 = 3 × 100 + 4 × 10 + 7 × 1 + 3 × (1/10) + 9 × (1/100) + 2 × 
(1/1000). 

b.  Compare two decimals to thousandths based on meanings of the digits in each place, 
using >, =, and < symbols to record the results of comparisons. 

4.  Use place value understanding to round decimals to any place. 
 

Perform operations with multi-digit whole numbers and with decimals to hundredths. 
5.  Fluently multiply multi-digit whole numbers using the standard algorithm. 
6.  Find whole-number quotients of whole numbers with up to four-digit dividends and two-digit divisors, 

using strategies based on place value, the properties of operations, and/or the relationship between 
multiplication and division. Illustrate and explain the calculation by using equations, rectangular 
arrays, and/or area models. 

7.  Add, subtract, multiply, and divide decimals to hundredths, using concrete models or drawings and 
strategies based on place value, properties of operations, and/or the relationship between addition 
and subtraction; relate the strategy to a written method and explain the reasoning used. 

 648 
Number and Operations—Fractions 5.NF 
Use equivalent fractions as a strategy to add and subtract fractions. 

1.  Add and subtract fractions with unlike denominators (including mixed numbers) by replacing given 
fractions with equivalent fractions in such a way as to produce an equivalent sum or difference of 
fractions with like denominators. For example, 2/3 + 5/4 = 8/12 + 15/12 = 23/12. (In general, a/b + c/d 
= (ad + bc)/bd.) 

2.  Solve word problems involving addition and subtraction of fractions referring to the same whole, 
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including cases of unlike denominators, e.g., by using visual fraction models or equations to 
represent the problem. Use benchmark fractions and number sense of fractions to estimate mentally 
and assess the reasonableness of answers. For example, recognize an incorrect result 2/5 + 1/2 = 
3/7, by observing that 3/7 < 1/2. 

Apply and extend previous understandings of multiplication and division to multiply and divide 
fractions. 

3.  Interpret a fraction as division of the numerator by the denominator (a/b = a ÷ b). Solve word 
problems involving division of whole numbers leading to answers in the form of fractions, or mixed 
numbers, e.g., by using visual fraction models or equations to represent the problem. For example, 
interpret 3/4 as the result of dividing 3 by 4, noting that 3/4 multiplied by 4 equals 3, and that when 3 
wholes are shared equally among 4 people each person has a share of size 3/4. If 9 people want to 
share a 50-pound sack of rice equally by weight, how many pounds of rice should each person get? 
Between what two whole numbers does your answer lie? 

4.  Apply and extend previous understandings of multiplication to multiply a fraction or whole number by 
a fraction. 

a. Interpret the product (a/b) × q as a parts of a partition of q into b equal parts; equivalently, 
as the result of a sequence of operations a × q ÷ b. For example, use a visual fraction 
model to show (2/3) × 4 = 8/3, and create a story context for this equation. Do the same 
with (2/3) × (4/5) = 8/15. (In general, (a/b) × (c/d) = ac/bd.) 

b. Find the area of a rectangle with fractional side lengths by tiling it with unit squares of the 
appropriate unit fraction side lengths, and show that the area is the same as would be 
found by multiplying the side lengths. Multiply fractional side lengths to find areas of 
rectangles, and represent fraction products as rectangular areas. 

5.  Interpret multiplication as scaling (resizing), by: 
a.  Comparing the size of a product to the size of one factor on the basis of the size of the 

other factor, without performing the indicated multiplication. 
b.  Explaining why multiplying a given number by a fraction greater than 1 results in a product 

greater than the given number (recognizing multiplication by whole numbers greater than 
1 as a familiar case); explaining why multiplying a given number by a fraction less than 1 
results in a product smaller than the given number; and relating the principle of fraction 
equivalence a/b = (n × a)/(n b) to the effect of multiplying a/b by 1. 

6.  Solve real world problems involving multiplication of fractions and mixed numbers, e.g., by using 
visual fraction models or equations to represent the problem. 

7.  Apply and extend previous understandings of division to divide unit fractions by whole numbers and 
whole numbers by unit fractions.1 

a.  Interpret division of a unit fraction by a non-zero whole number, and compute such 
quotients. For example, create a story context for (1/3) ÷ 4, and use a visual fraction 
model to show the quotient. Use the relationship between multiplication and division to 
explain that (1/3) ÷ 4 = 1/12 because (1/12) × 4 = 1/3. 

b.  Interpret division of a whole number by a unit fraction, and compute such quotients. For 
example, create a story context for 4 ÷ (1/5), and use a visual fraction model to show the 
quotient. Use the relationship between multiplication and division to explain that 4 ÷ (1/5) 
= 20 because 20 × (1/5) = 4. 

c.  Solve real world problems involving division of unit fractions by non-zero whole numbers 
and division of whole numbers by unit fractions, e.g., by using visual fraction models and 
equations to represent the problem. For example, how much chocolate will each person 
get if 3 people share 1/2 lb of chocolate equally? How many 1/3-cup servings are in 2 
cups of raisins? 

 649 
1Students able to multiply fractions in general can develop strategies to divide fractions in general, by reasoning about the 650 
relationship between multiplication and division. But division of a fraction by a fraction is not a requirement at this grade. 651 
 652 
  653 
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Measurement and Data 5.MD 
Convert like measurement units within a given measurement system. 

1.  Convert among different-sized standard measurement units within a given measurement system 
(e.g., convert 5 cm to 0.05 m), and use these conversions in solving multi-step, real world problems. 

 
Represent and interpret data. 

2.  Make a line plot to display a data set of measurements in fractions of a unit (1/2, 1/4, 1/8). Use 
operations on fractions for this grade to solve problems involving information presented in line plots. 
For example, given different measurements of liquid in identical beakers, find the amount of liquid 
each beaker would contain if the total amount in all the beakers were redistributed equally. 

 
Geometric measurement: understand concepts of volume and relate volume to multiplication and to 
addition. 

3.  Recognize volume as an attribute of solid figures and understand concepts of volume measurement. 
a.  A cube with side length 1 unit, called a “unit cube,” is said to have “one cubic unit” of 

volume, and can be used to measure volume. 
b.  A solid figure which can be packed without gaps or overlaps using n unit cubes is said to 
 have a volume of n cubic units. 

4.  Measure volumes by counting unit cubes, using cubic cm, cubic in, cubic ft, and improvised units. 
5.  Relate volume to the operations of multiplication and addition and solve real world and mathematical 

problems involving volume. 
a.  Find the volume of a right rectangular prism with whole-number side lengths by packing it 

with unit cubes, and show that the volume is the same as would be found by multiplying 
the edge lengths, equivalently by multiplying the height by the area of the base. Represent 
threefold whole-number products as volumes, e.g., to represent the associative property 
of multiplication. 

b.  Apply the formulas V = l × w × h and V = b × h for rectangular prisms to find volumes of 
right rectangular prisms with whole-number edge lengths in the context of solving real 
world and mathematical problems. 

c.  Recognize volume as additive. Find volumes of solid figures composed of two non-
overlapping right rectangular prisms by adding the volumes of the non-overlapping parts, 
applying this technique to solve real world problems. 

 
Geometry 5.G 
Graph points on the coordinate plane to solve real-world and mathematical problems. 

1.  Use a pair of perpendicular number lines, called axes, to define a coordinate system, with the 
intersection of the lines (the origin) arranged to coincide with the 0 on each line and a given point in 
the plane located by using an ordered pair of numbers, called its coordinates. Understand that the 
first number indicates how far to travel from the origin in the direction of one axis, and the second 
number indicates how far to travel in the direction of the second axis, with the convention that the 
names of the two axes and the coordinates correspond (e.g., x-axis and x-coordinate, y-axis and y-
coordinate). 

2.  Represent real world and mathematical problems by graphing points in the first quadrant of the 
coordinate plane, and interpret coordinate values of points in the context of the situation. 

 
Classify two-dimensional figures into categories based on their properties. 

3.  Understand that attributes belonging to a category of two-dimensional figures also belong to all 
subcategories of that category. For example, all rectangles have four right angles and squares are 
rectangles, so all squares have four right angles. 

4.  Classify two-dimensional figures in a hierarchy based on properties. 

 654 
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